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Affect diathesis hypothesis: sensory, how integrated affectively > motor output 

What is the affective meaning for the child? 

6 levels of affective organization – how development happens 

 Affective > purposeful, increasing elaboration 

 Affective ideas > symbolic 

Constrictions 

#1 basic regulation – can feel safe in a situation 

 How help feel safe in body, in wqorld 

 How experience change and sound 

Hope > always link to emotional piece, how make child feel 

 Shared attention – how hold, touch, move 

What can do to feel sense of warmth and pleasure with that child (bring this into the 

classroom) (tell me about, tell me more, show me) 

When a professional forms a positive relationship with the parents then this creates a feeling 

model for the parents with the child 

What is unique and special within each relationship 

Do milestones in developing a relationship with the parents, where we can enjoy the 

parents and they can enjoy us 

When professionals see positive in the child it helps the parents see the positive in the 

child 

Find what you can like /value in the child/parent 

Join child in pleasure 

“tell me more about that”  



when impulsive-fragmented thinking at that time 

Stage 3 Building greater levels of joy and pleasure 

 More differentiated negative emotions: anxious, sad, angry, frustration, startled 

 Use self to help shape, organizing affective experience   “oh no the water spilled, 

big noise, oh it didn’t go in” and tone 

 Noticing intent 

 Continual emotional attunement 

Stage 4 Sustained interaction, problem solving 

 Anticipating/experience patterns 

 Develop patterns of interaction 

 Forms identity of ‘who I am as a person’ (usually 18-24 months) 

 Labeling (naming) experience sometimes actually limits and cuts off 

communication – don’t use words > use sound effects and body 

EMPATHY 

Stage Strength   Constriction  Individual  Relational 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

So where want to focus attention? Ex. #1 to feel safe > routines 

      #2 building pleasure 

Stage 5 Entering symbolic world 

 Develop pretend play 



 Imitation, representational 

 Then things have never experienced become symbols of emotional experience > 

language 

  Play fighting with figures 

  Snake > fears 

    Long floppy thing 

  Solutions - with pretend 

  Concept – things that snake would do that would be scary 

  Creative, imaginative, idea 

  Assertive curiosity, competition, fear 

Stage 6 Bridge above ideas in ways that can be more logical 

    4 ½ - 5 years old 

 More organized story 

 Can answer ‘why?’, ‘if this’ 

 7, 8, 9 years old. more developmentally sophisticated 

  “When else did you felt/feel like that?”, 

“Whenever someone comes close do you kick them?”, “How do you feel when 

someone comes close?” 

The Learning Tree 

Playground Politics 

 

In home: First orient to the parent : 

“What are you used to doing with your child?, What do you like to do with your child?, 

Please show me.  

Hand the parent a toy to hand to her child. 



“Where in the house do you play?” 

“How can we make the space easier for the child to play?” 

Keep the focus on the parent-child relationship. The interventionist should not play with 

the child but should support the parent playing with the child. 

The more difficult the parent the less the clinician interacts with the child, so focus on 

the parent-clinician relationship. 

   

 

 

 

 


